
The way data divides into packets trav-

els around to different locations and 

reassembles itself fleetingly. 

Tapachula tap chia tapasya. Tapasya. 
Growth through suffering through 
austerities. Produced by heat. This is 
our theme. Self flagellation as means 
to spiritual fortitude. Poetic justice, 
karma, burning dust, immeasureable 
unrelenting noise and energy vying for 
our attention. 

Exercises in myopia. 

We think about #Baudrillard ‘s or #Borges ‘ or #Zizek 

‘s or #Wachowski ‘s desert of the real and our digital 

simulacra and then we think about Black Rock City 

- a fictional, liminal, digital-physical space where 

we manifest our simulated fantasies to immediately 

repatriate them to their digital homeland. we’ve lost 

track of I in the porousness of this false dichotomy 

within these expressions of unknowably large and 

complex hyperobjects #TimothyMorton. 

This years ‘art theme’ is carnival of mirrors. We think 

of all the cameras, phones, drones, satellites, etc 

capturing the spectacle of itself. How can we be I and 

who serves who? Tech idolatry, fetishism, singularity, 

etc. A flurry of Marxist, feminist, ecological critiques.  

I were, we don’t understand we. 
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BURNING MAN 2015
THE FLEETING CHORUSES 

OF PERRY SHIMON



Topless fairie, leftish elvish, Los 
Angeleno Venetian in gas masks, hair 
weaves, hold us with cool nipple rings 
touching our dark and glowing-through 

dust-patinaed chest.

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Md7OvU5JIcI

Anastasia, said Venus on the back of a 
peddled chariot, ululating, with twin-
kling eyes, full hips and breasts, green 
dress, underwater red curls.

Mogul I moguls Mowgli from  
the United Nations school with 
a booted biotech company that 
makes super new hybrids of 
weed. You have to go to col-
lege for something like that…

#Mahler wrote bits of popular song and 
folk music into his symphonies. #JohnCage. 
Chopin maybe in the morning...f 
ades into the distance as m ilitary 
planes roar over head... the worlds 
loudest didgeridoo  droning in-
definitely and the contra dance line 
callers strange cadence...women 
in 1980’s flash dance spandex or 
plastic skirts and rainbow socks and 
men in LED lights and harem  pants 
dance to rem ixed swing music... 
bright wind up toy dentures the size 
of elephants roll by time stamped 
intersections... the ashram  galactica 
has a double decker radiant rhino 
playing deep house and a mobile 
m id century modern flame thrower 

explodes at the drops. We imagine a 
super computer listening to Black Rock 
Symphony 2015 using the entirety of all 
audio capturing devices in proximity.

Reminiscing: 
We had people buried in the sand for hours. 
We had people dressed up as monkeys with 
saxophones repelling down the cliffs. 
We had horses with wings. 

#adorno

Prozac and mushrooms. 

*the contradictions come 
to the fore



What’s the name of that deep sea fish with the lantern that 
hangs from his head? I don’t know but my god #Arendt there 
some wicked things that live in the ocean? Anyway one of those 
drives by playing echo chamber reggae that fades to girls esca-
lating tented laughter. A slight, dusty girl with bare breasts walks 
by and smiles. Sure the planet might be becoming uninhabitable 
to us but it will be just fine for the life forms coming after. My 
line of inquiry dissolves at the intersection of cynicism, renuncia-
tion, compassion, formulation, action, futility, redemption, etc. 
I were. We don’t understand we. 

We will add your technological and biological diversity to our own. 

Basil is adept at wearing sarongs. Smart loafers, Bedouin colored sports 
jacket, blue wayfarer lenses over blue eyes and an orange desert flower 
blooming from his chest pocket. Silver hair pushed back, bathing lesbi-
ans, drift wood mobiles, Alethea and Brian, thick cubes of cantaloupe, hot 
shi’a into shishito peppers, $6 apps for iPad djing. #ChristopherAlexander 
beautiful tombs of generative design. #JacquesTati ill at ease in glass in 
steel modernity. Betty June, we’re dead out of fortunes. He woke up at 4 
in the morning to take a crap and the poutine line was short and filled 
with hard cases. It’s near zeitgeist and fills up to capacity all the time. She 
got out of Orange County while the getting was good. The other conver-
sation was about rent control. Am I the kind of person who uses a rice 
maker? Is that the piss clear or the bitch sheet? 

A constellation for self reflection. Codified cryptic individuated insular 
abstracted prismatic free floating signifiers. It’s not really important. What 
do you think? Do I have to think? Never mind #zazen 

Barely running pink golf cart with decapitated barbies. Peggy Orenstein 
or Peggy Hindu or Peggy Bundy or Hindi Bundy or Hindi bindi on the 
hazards of pretty pink princess culture. There was a Joanne Kyger poem 
scrawled on the porta potty wall - when she falls into the gap of suspi-
cion, she is no longer there. When I fall into the GAO of suspicion… 

She was hooked up with one of the big psychedelic rangers and it 
fucked up her whole life. He only died 7 or 8 years ago. 

The way you feel when you talk about robot hard-ons. 

Their project is to create a line or border. 

Prepare to realize your vodka-soaked dreams with a whole lot of bass. 

So many ambulances. 

Peyote enemas and freebox pancakes. 

particulate matters

 



Words sully. 

Beer yoga. 
Powerful machine vibrators. 
Silicon village. 
Moon rainbows. 
Fighter pilots. 
LED chickens. 

Jihadi pillaging Berlinus or Ananda 
making coffee? Fucking nuts is 
pretty much prerequisite. Leave 
space here for some excellent 
porta potty graffiti. Let’s file a 
meta complaint. Fight fire with 
passive aggression. What we have 
is truth. It’s a lot of things. Minor 
hell realms. Guru capitalism. Alone 
together. Social media. Tendency 
towards self aggrandizement. 
Plumbing the depths of misery. The 
worst life inhibitor is a nice floor. 
I’m a threatened envelope. This is 
a futile pursuit. Space here for an 
applicable emoticon 

I read Rudyard Kiplingesque killings 
Kipling’s If - on the porta potty wall 
scored by Flumes remix of disclosure’s 
you & me and the intensity of the ex-
perience made me cry. These unlikely 
sensual collisions in timespace. 
what’s likely?
https://soundcloud.com/flume/disclo-
sure-you-me-flume-remix



Any signal boosting is welcome. 

This here is a crack in the egg of Kali Yuga*. Black 
goddess with strings of skeletons hanging from 
her, a Kroger knife in her hand and millions of 
birth from her yoni. All the realms are right here 
and now.  We grow stronger in our associations. 

How do you deal with overwhelm? Succumb?

The gay shaman overwhelmed by the aids clinic. 

Our magic can’t help this. 

If you don’t go to sleep on the ambien it’s like 
the reverse of lucid dreaming. Tigers, refugees, 
lauryn hill, jamiroqui, ishi 

Every day you get up is a ______ day. 

*



deluge

We flopped down in an inflatable 
pool filled with dust and pillows 
and bisexual Israeli girls joined us 
and took us to the orgy dome. We 
held hands sweetly on our bikes and 
after an orientation on rdi quartet 
ediquette we made a writhing knot 
of ourselves for several hours. It 
was strangely healing. Lithe sharp 
wild eyed A and voluptuous large 
breasted H. We soaked the sheets 
and the aussie commentator came 
around with fresh ones. A hadn’t 
had a man lover in several years 
and held us after and told us we 
are perfect. 

IShe’s the one but she had to run.I fell in love with a ploy glory polyglot ex orthodox Jewish topless ballerina from Geneva. 

The Spanish aristocrat fuzzy-bi-
kinied military-fatigued lesbian 
introduced us to her gorgeous 
erudite underachiever wife and 
after seeing a cell phone home 
screen of our beautiful progeny 
decided we’re going to be the 
donor daddy! 



Burning man is the most American thing in America. 

A brown and silver woman who’s face I couldn’t see said her and her daughters name is 
Pat. That was our mom’s name and she was also born in Georgia. Are you our mother?

Bako Dagnon le guide de la rèvolution simbad remix mp3 320 kbps 

A fox looking at a river. A river looking at a fox. More entanglements. Everything 
sounds like a Joan koan. 

If you get caught peeing on the playa they register you as a sex offender in Reno. 

Inevitable decline toward hierarchy. 

The way dusty citrus looks in the cool blue light of cheaply anufadruree manufactured 
plastic solar lanterns. 

When the fire started I began biking away from the crowd as fast as I could. Drones and 
helicopters, unrelenting explosions, crowd control, inner circle VIPs, compounding anxi-
ety, indigestion, coldness, black boogers, bodies splayed on the cracked desert, billowing 
black smoke, we’re in Afghanistan, we’re in Yemen, we’re in Iraq, where else are we?

Blacked out girls lying in the sun. Take to shade and bring water. Check back periodically 
to make sure still breathing. 

We met an executive from Aviva Investments named Reagan, no Raygan, like ray gun, 
wearing a colonial jacket and a baywatch one piece bathing suit who said she had a front 
row seat to capitalism and it was worse than we could imagine. We told her about  deniers 
sunbirds #GuyDubord as a flaming piano was trebucheted up into the sky towards a vat 
of flammable fluid.  



Deluge

Wealthy east coast monied progeny gram 

mercy gram act granary gramacy park, 

Connecticut, flamingo breast stickies, sage 

DJ’s, Scandinavian sparkle ponies, telegenic 

translucent ginger thespians, asymmetric 

Serbian ice cream cone print backless onesie 

with traditional Japanese tattoos. 

Constellation from which to glean meaning? 

Describing, measuring, drops, deluge... 

Whiteout... throbbing techno, Wagner’s 

Valkyries, justice for Mike Brown, platonic 

cuddling, military helicopters, sad acrobats, 

Thunderdome, Beatles dance party, heavy 

petting zoo, a jukebox on a golf cart with a 

penis hanging off it.

So many remixes. 

Only one mental ornamental differences. 

Wealtht east coast monied 

progent gram merct gram act gra-

nart gramact park, Connectictt, 

flamingo breast stickies, sage 

DJ’s, Scandinatian sparkle ponies, 

telegenic transltcent ginger 

thespians, astmmetric Serbian 

ice cream cone print backless 

onesie tith traditional Japa-

nese tattoos. 

Constellation from thich to glean 

meaning? 

Describing, meastring, drops, del-

tge... 

Whiteott... throbbing techno, 

Wagner’s Valktries, jtstice 

for Mike Brotn, platonic ctddling, 

militart helicopters, sad ac-

robats, Thtnderdome, Beatles 

dance partt, heatt petting 

too, a jtkebot on a golf cart 

tith a penis hanging off it.

So mant remites. 

Onlt one mental ornamental dif-

ferences. 

Deluge



El Jardin! This fabulous Ayahuasca retreat we must check out.  

We’re going to center camp for heavy metal, acroyoga, energy work and mocha lattes. 

If we idolize entertainment this is our Mecca.

Deluge

that sounds like a warm blanket we wrap ourselves in 
while we huddle up in an unfathomably large impossibly 
dark barren desert beside a small a fire illuminating the 
infinitesimal circumference of our preconceptions. 

that sounds like a cold wet blanket...

screenshots of tm, swimming dog, deleuze, etc

the banality, homogenization and structural limitations 
engendered by the hegemonic arbitrators of these new 
social milieux have overshadowed the revolutionary signifi-
cance of the underpinning technologies. 

we held a dozen crying people throughout the course of 
the week. 

everyone looks the same, uniforms, unicorns. 

beast, the primitive skills guy from Brown gave me home 
made beef jerky. this will give us strength. 

we love him for taking up trumpet in his forties.

lady jane, sailings a lovely activity. 

Deluge


